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PTV SCIENCES ANNOUNCES NEW PREFERRED PARTNERSHIP 

 

Austin and Houston, TX – September 22, 2010 – PTV Sciences (“PTV”), a healthcare 
venture capital and growth equity firm, is pleased to announce a new partnership with 
VitalShift, LLC. 
 
VitalShift is a strategic advisory firm that partners with CEOs of venture backed medical 
technology firms to integrate high growth business with organizational strategy. VitalShift 
will serve as a preferred partner to PTV Sciences, working with portfolio CEOs to 
accelerate company growth by clarifying and prioritizing strategic goals and aligning 
organizational capabilities to increase productivity.  
 
The founders of VitalShift, Michael Rechtiene and Sandra Thompson, have extensive 
experience working as medical device and healthcare executives, both leading and 
transforming several global companies from average to high growth results.  
 
Michael Rechtiene spent 16 years at Johnson & Johnson, working across the medical 
device, consumer and pharmaceutical sectors. He most recently served as Worldwide 
President of Animas Corporation, building and leading one of the fastest growing 
medical device companies within Johnson & Johnson. 
 
Sandra Thompson has held management board level roles in the healthcare and 
technology industries, including 10 years at Johnson & Johnson where she most 
recently led emerging market new business ventures, post acquisition integration, and 
human resources teams in the medical device sector. 
 
Rick Anderson, Managing Director of PTV Sciences, commented, “Mike and Sandra 
both add significant capabilities to PTV Sciences and our portfolio companies.  We have 
worked extensively with these two leaders, and the value they create for our portfolio will 
be meaningful.  We are very proud to have them join us and look forward to working with 
them extensively.”   

 
 
About PTV Sciences 

PTV Sciences (www.ptvsciences.com), founded in 2003, is a healthcare venture capital and growth equity 
firm focused on building industry leading companies and investing in extraordinary people. PTV Sciences 
has a team of investment professionals and 16 venture partners representing the leading clinicians, 
scientists, academic institutions, and entrepreneurs. PTV Sciences has offices in Austin and Houston, TX. 


